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PRELUDE

(A Brief Overview of Reactor NAA)

*MAJOR MILESTONES IN METHODOLOGy

* Invention of NAA, 193 6
* Use of reactor neutrons for activation, 1950s
* Use of computerized Ge spectrometers for analysis, 1960s

*MAJOR FIELDS OF APPLICATIONS
+ GEO- AND COSMO- SCIENCES

Ir abnormal - K/T extinction
NAA of geogas for deep-lying deposit exploration
NAA for REE and PGE

*LIFE SCIENCES

Trace element contents in foods and reference man
Correlation between diseases and trace elements
B ioavailability of essential elements
Speciation for metabolic mechanism and bio-functions of trace elements

* ENVIRONMENT SCIENCES
Sources, transport, trends, and health impact of airborne particulate matter

Elemental background survey of soils
* MATERIAL SCIENCE

Bulk, surface, and depth profiling analysis of Si, etc.
Correlation between impurity and property

* ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND FORENSIC SCIENCES
Provenance (and date) of unearthed objects
Elemental pattern matching for detection of criminals

* METROLOGICAL SCIENCES

To be elaborated in detail
*CURRENT STATUS OF REACTOR NAA

* Dynamic and vitality years after mature
* Facing challenge in sensitivity from new methods

* Unique advantage - high quality in metrology
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In a series of three papers, the inherent characteristics of relative instrumental neutron
activation analysis (INAA) as a primary ratio method of measurement, the unique functions of
parametric NAA as an ideal back-up method of the relative NAA, and the valuable role of
[NAA i characterization of sampling behavior of individual elements in certified reference

materials (CRMs) will be discussed.

I. INHERENT CHARACTERISTICS OF RELATIVE INAA AS A PRIMARY

RATIO METHOD OF MEASUREMENT

ABSTRACT
In this paper, the first of the series, the uncertainty evaluation and the traceability of values

measured by neutron activation analysis (NAA), especially instrumental NAA (NAA), will be
described to demonstrate the method at its "the state-of-the-art" level can meet CCQM criteria for
a primary ratio method. The current scope and possible future expansion will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Remarkable progress in the quality of trace analysis achieved during the past three decades is

largely enhanced by the development of quality control programs based on certified reference
materials (CRMs). Now thousands of CRMs of various kinds have been and are being produced,
certified and used worldwide for analytical quality control.

As far as the quality is concerned however, CRMs still have room to be further improved.
For example, certified values for trace and ultratrace elements are still relatively few arid poor. A
survey of 175 major international biological CRMs showed that 34 out of 83 naturally occurring
elements have not been, or only poorly, certified (Notably, most of them are NAA determinable.).

NAA has been playing an important role in certification of R.Ms for multielements, for its
inherent advantages to be widely matrix-independence and of generally high accuracy. However,
NAA has so far not been recognized as having potential to be a primary method of-measurement.
This situation has hindered the improvement of the quality of trace element certification. In this
paper, a comprehensive description is to be given to demonstrate the qualification of INAA as a
primary ratio method or a so called definitive method.

TRACEABILITY AND UNCERTAINTY OF MEASUREMENT RESULTS BY

RELATIVE INAA
In NAA, mass of an element of interest (, kg), is correlated with the measuring signal, the

counting rate of the specific radiation from the indicator nuclide (A, s'), by the following
equation:

A = (m/M).O.N..cr.y.e.S.D.C (I)

In relative NAA, eq. (1) can be written for the element of interest in both the standard and
the unknown sample. By ratioing the two equations and canceling the completely equal items (M,
N, y and in most cases, S), we have the following equation:
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where, subscripts s and u stand for the standard and the unknown, respectively.
The mass of the element of interest in the unknown sample, m. is therefore expressed as:

M. m, R(9) R(o) R(O).- R(sr). R(D) R(C) (3)
R(A)

where, R(X) ='~

The uncertainties of the eight parameters in eq. (3) used for calculating m,. can all be
quantitatively evaluated and expressed in SI units:

in,: Elemental standards are made of high purity elements or compounds. The masses of the
elements in standards are determined by primary direct methods with balance calibrated by
national standard weights traceable to international standard of mass. Their uncertainties are
therefore expressed in SI unit for mass, kg.

A relative uncertainty of 0.3% (95% c.l.) in m, is usually achievable.
R(O): In almost all cases R(O) = . There are very few exceptions.
R(cr) In most cases, R(o) = .
R(o) can be estimated based on Chernik and Vernon formula for the most prominent

resonance peaks of elements in the unknown and/or the standard.
R(4i): In most cases, R(~) = 1. The uncertainty in R(O) can be expressed in SI unit for length,

in, for the former, and SI units for length, m, and time, s, for the latter (m'.s"').
Neutron flux gradient can be accurately determined and corrected for by sandwitch monitors.

The residual uncertainty after corrections can be <0.1%. Self-shielding factors for thermal and
epithermal neutron fluxes can be estimated by Zweifel equations and Chernik - Vernon formulae,
respectively. When these factors are smal ler than %, the residual uncertainty after correction will 
be <0.1I% (correction uncertai nty can be as good or better than 0% at this range).

R(c): In most cases, R(E) = . The differences in counting position and y-ray self-absorption
for the standard and the unknown may cause R(e) # . The uncertainty in R(e-) can be expressed
in SI unit for length, in, for counting positions, and SI unit for radioactivity, Bq (Bq = s'), for y-
ray self-absorption.

Uncertainty caused by counting position can be controlled within 0.1%. The calculated y-ray
self-absorption factor should be smaller than 3%, so that the residual uncertainty in R(c) after
corrections can be kept < 0.1%.

R(D): Uncertainty in this item is propagated from uncertainties in X (s") and t (s), both of
which can be expressed in SI unit for time, s. Time is recorded in 0.01 s interval, and the
uncertainty is thus 0.005 s. For t > 10 s the uncertainties in td, tL and t,,~ are less than 0.05%
(negligible). A survey of a recent compilation of half-lives for 69 nuclides of NAA interest shows
that 55 of them (covering all the major elements of NAA determinable) have uncertainties of <
0. 1 5%. When timne difference between counting start times for the standard and the sample is
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equal to or less than half life, the uncertainty in R(D) will be less than 0. %.

R(C): Uncertainty in this item is propagated from uncertainties in X (s"), t,L (s) and t,R (s),
all of which can be expressed in Si unit for time, s. When t Ž l0s and half-life, the uncertainty
in R(C) will be less than 0.1%.

R(A): Uncertainty in this item is contributed by uncertainties in counting statistics and

calculation of analytical peak areas in y-ray spectra of the activated standard and unknown, that
can each be expressed in SI unit for radioactivity, Bq (s").

Counting statistics is an unavoidable, however well-defined and at certain extent controllable,
item of uncertainty in NAA. For a peak having 250,000 net peak counts with very few
comparable baseline counts in both the standard and the unknown. The counting statistic standard

uncertainty will be less than 0.3%.
To sum up, under favorable conditions, standard uncertainty in the mass of the element to be

determined, m., can be estimated as:

S(m.) = ( 2 m.)+S 2(R(6)) +S(R(ca)) + S 2(R(o)) + S2(R(e)) + S2 (R(D)) + S 2(R(C)) + RA)"

= (0.09+0+0.01+0.01+0.01+0.01+0.01+0. 09 )I% = -0.23'n/= -0.48%

The expanded uncertainty (95% c.l.) is therefore 0.96%, comparable to IDMS, so far the only
recognized primary method for trace analysis, at its favorable conditions.

According to CCQM, primary method is defined as "a method having the highest
metrological qualities, whose operation can be completely described and understood, for which a
complete uncertainty statement can be written down in terms of SI units". Obviously, INAA is
fully satisfied with the traceability requirements. And at favorable conditions, it has the highest
metrological quality (the lowest uncertainty). It seems to have the potential to be a primary ratio
method.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF RELATIVE INAA CONCERNING
TRACEABILITY AND UNCERTAINTY

Adanes
1) The non-destructive n ature of INAA completely avoids all problems related to sample

decomposition and separation.
2) The virtually matrix-independent nature caused by the strong penetrating power of the

activation particles, neutrons, and the measured radiation, -rays, combined with the general high
sensitivity and specificity, makes INAA the only non-destructive, multielemental method suitable
for sample sizes from g.g to kg.

3) Under favorabl'econditions, all theuncertainty components, except for counting statistics,
can be made small (~ 0. %). Counting statistics itself can be quantitatively described.

4) The high neutron flux, the large activation cross sections and the high efficiencies of Ge
y-ray spectrometers result in the high sensitivity and precision for multielements.

5) The unicity of the analytical reaction channel, (n, ), for almost all elements and the
high energy resolution of Ge detectors imply excellent selectivity (or specificity).

6) The high homogeneity and stability of neutron flux in most research reactors contribute
to good analytical precision and accuracy.

7) Taking the advantage of the wide range of half-lives, the analytical y-lines of indicator
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1nLClides of different elements in a sample are allowed to be best displayed at several successively

collected y-spectra. That makes each spectrum simplified, thus the y-spectral interferences and

counting statistic uncertainties reduced.

8) Two or more analytical y-lines, indicator nuclides, and measurement modes may be used
for the determination of one element, that offers a unique cross-checking function for detecting

and minimizing relevant systematic effects.

9) Since INAA is based on nuclear properties of te elements of interest, the nature of
uncertainty sources is completely different to those of atomic spectrometry- and chemistry- based
methods. This unique feature makes INAA and those methods very well complementary in
detecting each other's hidden systematic uncertainties.

2isadvantages
I) In very rare cases, isotopic abundances of the target nuclide are different (and also

unknown) in the standard and the'unknown samples. As a nucilide-based analytical method, NAA

can not be used for elemental determination in those cases.
2) Since the relevant nuclear parameters are very different, the sensitivities are quite

different for different elements. The analytical uncertainty of a given element is also very
dependent on the interferences from other elements present. Therefore INAA has the highest
quality of analysis only for certain matrices/elements, just as any other method (including
recognized primary methods).

CURRENT SCOPE AND POSSIBLE FUTURE EXTENSION OF NAA APPLIED AS A

PRIMARY RATIO METHOD

Currnt scop

I) The abundance(s) of target isotope must be equal (or known) in standard and unknown.
2) Solid materials are to be analyzed.
3) Relative standard uncertainty in R(~) may be kept within 0.23%.
4) Relative standard uncertainty in R(ar) may be made negligible.
5) Relative standard uncertainty in R(E:) may be kept within 0.23%
6) Relative standard uncertainty in R(A) may be kept within 0.32%.

The distribution of individual uncertainties between different items given above is made
arbitrarily (That's why "may be" is continuously used in each item.). Redistribution can be made as
far as the total uncertainty is basically unchanged. The requirement of "the highest metrological
qualities" is a relative term, therefore, the relative standard uncertainty of less than 0.5% is a more or
less flexible criterion. It could be stricter or looser, depending on the best analytical quality that can be
achieved by the existing primary method(s) (e.g. IDMS) for a particular analytical problem.
Possible future extension

I) In the frame of INAA
a) Materials having larger neutron flux self-shlielding effect may be analyzed with

satisfactory uncertainty, when correction miethods for this effect are improved.

b) Materials having larger y-ray self-absorption may be analyzed with satisfactory
uncertainty, when correction methods for y-ray self-absorption are improved.

c) The scope may be expanded with continuous improvemnent in counting facilities
(e.g. the improvements in efficiency, energy resolution, ability to deal with pulse pile-up of

spectrometers) and software for the analysis of y-ray spectra.
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2) Use of Radiochernical NAA (RNAA)

3) Use of Pre-Irradiation Chemical Separation NAA (CNAA)

II. PARAMETRIC INAA - AN IDEAL BACK-UP FOR INAA AS
A PRIMARY RATIO METHOD OF MEASUREMENT

ABSTRACT
In this paper, the second of this series, traceability and uncertainty of measurement results by

ko-fNAA will be described. The role of k0-[NAA as a back-up to relative INAA will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION
One of the prerequisites for a ratio method to be primary is to use it "in combination with a

reference of the same quantity that is itself traceable to te Si". For a multielemental method, that
means the standards used for all the elemnents determined should be traceable to the SI. That is not
always easy to be realized.

Parametric NAA, specifically k-NAA (and its extension) developed 25 years ago, links
standard specific counting rates for all the elements determined together with "fundamental"
mathematical equations expressing physical and chemical theories. The "composite" nuclear
constants, k, were experimentally measured at differen t labs using independent pure elemental
standards (traceable to the SI). Therefore, in k-NAA. traceability to SI for all the elements
determined can be realized by making the standard of only one element, i.e. the comparator
(usually Au), traceable to SI. That can be achieved using gravimetrically determined high purity
Au to make Au comparator. In this paper, the second of the series, traceability and uncertainty of
values measured by k, I`NAA are described, to demonstrate its unique role as a "back-up method"
of relative INAA.

BRIEF DESCREPTION OF k-NAA
ko-NAA is based o the following basic equations deduced from Hogdahl convention

for I (n,y) reactions:

f, f+Qoa(ar)'()

M MA', k f +Q 0(a) 

A,,, = A/(S.*D *C)

k MaOY ..... (2)

Q0(a) (Qri 0.429)/(Er) +.429/[(2a i+I)(O.55)a ... (3)
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TRACEABILITY AND UNCERTAINTY OF VALUES

MEASURED WITH k.-NAA

Equation (1) can be rewritten as:

m. =m.,R(A)'Z.......(5)

where,

z 1 f+Q'o(a)c 6

ko f..-Q 0(a) 

Compared with relative INAA, additional uncertainties in k-INAA arise from Z, in which
three nuclear parameters (, Q0 and E and three experimental parameters (f, a and ) are
involved. The uncertainty of Z is expressed as a quadratic sumnmation of the product of the partial
differentiation of Z with respect to eachi of the six parameters times corresponding uncertainties.

az 0 )2+(az , az -, azSf 2
S2 (Z) =-s(k)) +-s(Q )) + (-=s(,E, )) + (

aka 8Q E, a f

+ (-z s(a))2 + (az s(e)) ................. (7)
aaCI

where, s stands for relative standard uncertainty.

General analysis of uncertainty in Z is made below, based on equations (6) and (7).
Uncertainty contribution from ik,

k. values were determined by many labs using independent high purity elements or
compounds at wide variety of reactor channels. Fromn a recent compilation, s(ko) values ar-c in the

range of 0.5-1.5% for 61 nuclides of NAA interest. L9Z/ak,=]. Thus, (ak,)s(kj is also in a
range of 0.5-1.5%.

Uncertainty contribution from Q*
Uncertainty in Q0 are contributed from s(l10) and s(oY,), both of which can be expressed in cm,

anl induced unit of SI unit, m. From a recent compilation, s(Q0) values are n a range of 0.3-6.5%

for indicator nuclides of 43 elements. Corresponding values were calculated based on f-20 and
a-.01, to be 0.02-0.8. Uncertainty contribution from Q0, i.e. (Z/o-Q0)s(Q0,), was evaluated to be
in the range of 0.05-2.0% for indicator nucl ides of 3 7 elements.

Uncertainty contribution from E,

(Er)-0 Q0

5Q0 f +Q, (a)
s( E values are expressed in keV, which can be transformed to an induced SI unit of energy.

J (lkg.s"), I keV =-1.6021 9x I" .J. They were evaluated for analytical reactions of 62
elements based onl f=20 and a=-0.01I, to be 1-34%.

az (Q0 . 0.429)(ErY"

aE, f +Q, (a)
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values are in a range of -0.001% to -0.007%, and

az -

values are fromn -0.001I% to -0.1I%.

Uncertainty contribution from ,

s(c) can be kept within 1% for E, from 250 keV to 2.7 MeV, and 1.5% for E, from 80 keV to
250 keV. az/a equals .

Uncertainty contribution from f
f is usually determined instantly using 'Zr-'Zr pair and calculated by the following

equation:

Uncertainties i E1 /E, and A,,/A,,,. canl be kept within 1%. Uncertainties in k( 94Zr), ko('mZr),

k ~A
k02e IQ 0 , (a) - A QO.2(a)

f k0.2A- p k0 2

A.-p 2 k0262E

Qo( 4Zr) and Qo("Zr) are 0.6%, 0.9%, 2% and 1.5%, respectively [8]. Uncertainty in f is thus
estimated to be 2 - 4 %.

az fJ Q'o(a) - Q(a)l

OY (f + Q0 (a))(f + ()

can be estimated to be in a range of 0-0.5, based on f from 10 to 200 and Q,(ax) from 0.5 to 100.
(aZaf)s(f) can therefore be estimated to be from 0 to 2%.

Uncertainty contribution from a
Examples for calculating s(at) values at two reactor channels with f,=72, a1,=0.084 and f2=1 5,

cx,=-0.28 were reported by Moens et al. using F. De Corte, et al formulae, to be 33% and 28%,
respectively.

The expression of az.aa were also deduced by Moens et al.. L9ZI/Cz values for some nuclid~s
wvere calculated based onl the above mentioned channels, to be 2-6 percent.

(aZ/d-a)s(at) values are therefore in a range of 1-2%.

The total account of the uncertainty in Z, i.e. additional uncertainty induced by k-INAA, is
therefore estimated to be in the range of 1.6-4%.

A hlybrid k,-relative INAA software, ADVNAA, developed in our laboratory, always gives
two values for each analytical y-line, one fromn -INAA, the other one from relative INAA.
Whenever the difference observed is larger than 4% outside uncertainty limits, the value will not
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be reported until the technical reasons are found. As te improvement of relevant parameters, the
additional uncertainty of k,-[NAA will be kept decreasing.

III. ROLE OF INAA IN SAMPLING BEHAVIOR CHARACTERIZATION

ABSTRACT
Minimium sample size, usually 100 mng or larger, s often the only information given in

certificates of the existing certified reference materials (CRMs) to describe sampling behavior.
This value is not only too large to cope with the quality control (QC) requirements of
mnicroanalysis, but also too general to reflect the strong element-specific nature of sampling
behavior of solid materials.

Inl this paper, the third and the final of the series, the need for CRMs with sampling behavior
characterized for individual elements is explained, and the unique role INAA call play i this
aspect is described.

NECESSITY FOR STUDY ON SAMPLING BEHAVIOR OF
INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS

Reported uncertainties obtained from thle analysis of ran dom "test portions" of solid
materials are always a combination of two parts: analytical uncertainty and sampling uncertainty.
Compared to the former, the latter has been often much less emphasized. Besides it is an
integrated component of total analytical uncertainty, sampling uncertainty has become
increasingly important for te following reasons.

i) Requirements for determination of elements at ever decreasing concentration level
ii) Technical improvement of trace analysis
iii) Microanalysis required by newly developed analytical techniques
iv) Small samples often encountered in various fields

DETERMINATION OF SAMPLING CONSTANTS BY NAA
According to Inarells' model, a sampling constant Ks for (certain elemnent in) a well-mixed

material is defined as the minimum subsamnple needed to limit the relative sampling uncertainty
to I1% at 68% level of confidence in a single determination, that can L6c expressed by the
following equation:

Ks = Rw (1)

Where, R2 is relative sampling variance (68% confidence level) in percentage, determined from
the analysis of a set of subsarnples with the mass of w each.

As mentioned above, the observed relative standard deviation among the subsanmples, S, is
thle square root of a quadratic summation of te analytical uncertainty, S, and the sampling
uncertainty, R, i.e.

R 2 = s02 -s.2 ~(2)

.In this case, uncertainty in elemental standards are not relevant (only "relative" contents
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among subsamples are concerned) and uncertainties fromn neutron flux gradient, neutron flux self-
shielding, y-ray self-absorption and counting geometry are all negligible for these small sizes (I -

2 mg) of subsamples. Thus, the analytical uncertainty S, can be expressed as:

S.'2 S(R(A ))2 + S(W) 2 (3)

Since Ingarnells model is valid for "well-mixed" materials only, possible segregation test
may be needed by Visman's double sampling constants model, as expressed in the following
simultaneous equations:

R.2A/nw.+ Bin (4)
R=9 A/n/w,3 + B/n (5)

where, subscripts sin and Ig stand for small size subsamples and large size subsamples,
respectively.

ni - number of subsamnples in each set of small and large subsamples,
A - sampling constant (as Ks in Ingamells' mnodel);
B - segregation constant, indicatinig the extent of segregation of the elemnent of interest (for

well-mixed materials, B 0);
R and w have the same meanings as in Ingamells equation.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
*Facing severe competition in analytical sensitivity from newly developed non-nuclear

techniques, reactor NAA is still playing leading role in metrological quality of inorganic
trace analysis.

*This role of NAA may be prominently reflected in. its continuous contribution in
certifcation of Rids and improvement of existing CRMs.

* The following three points may be among the aspects need to be further explored for
NAA to fully play the above role:

4 Relative NAA may be further refined in terms of traceability and uncertainty of
results, to make it a primary ratio method of measurement at P' eer expanded scope;

* K0 -NAA may be further developed and popularized as a strong "back-up"
method of relative NAA;

4 NAA determination of sampling constants of individual elements in CRMs may
be further developed to eventually establish new generation of CRMs suitable for QC of
microanalySiS.
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